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Fully Loaded

1U CAT6  24 Ports  FTP Angled Patch Panel

Features
     FTP 1U CAT6 24 ports angled patch panel
     19" mountable
      Designed for 22-26 AWG solid conductors
     Rear metal cabling organiser with Y/G earthing cable
      Stainless-steel mounting lobe 
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It is commonly used in a local area network (LAN) as a mounted hardware assembly that contains 
ports to connect and manage incoming and outgoing ethernet cables. 24 ports FTP angled patch panel 
is designed for 22-26 AWG solid conductors, rear metal cabling organiser with Y/G earthing cable 
with PCB-FR-4 1.60 mm (0.06) two impenetrable layers.



Unloaded

Speci�ications
     IDC - PC UL94V-0
     PCB - FR-4 1.60 mm (0.06") two impenetrable layers
     Housing: ABS 94V-0
      Contacts: 0.35 mm (0.014") phosphor bronze with 1.27-micron (50 micro inches) gold coating on 
      contact area
      Metal housing: 1.50 mm dense metal
      Color pattern of conductors according to T568B & T568A
      Numerical display of ports on the front side of the panel with supplementary space for assigning numbers
      Color and numerical display of IDC modules at the panel rear    
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Electrical Characteristics
     Basis UL 1863
     Current rating:  1.5 A maximum
     Voltage ranking:  150 V
      Operation temperature:  -40 ~+ 70 degrees centigrade
      Contact resistance: 20 mohm
      Insulation: 500 mohm
      Dielectric voltage resistance: 1000 V AC RMS, 60Hz/1minute       

Product Description 
Part number

Shield

Number of ports

Certi�icate

Windows label display

C.08.CPP.C6.24.FTP.A.B.E

Yes

FTP

24

CE, ISO & ROHS

Numerical display Yes

Packing Neutral brown box
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